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Presidente Executive and
Reception Desk Now Available
in L-Shape
Schofield, WI — Because of the popularity of our
current Presidente, we were asked to do an Lshaped workstation. The Presidente L
workstation includes the main desk and a return
which provides additional space to work. The
Presidente is part of the RightAngle NewHeights
family which is manufactured in the USA, built to
last, with a commitment to quality and long-term
reliability.
When a visitor walks through your door, the
reception desk becomes their focus. There is only Presidente Executive
one chance to make a good impression.
NewHeights’ new L-Shape Presidente Sit-Stand
Reception Desk provides that memorable
first impression.
The L-Shape Presidente takes a modern executive desk and
adds the sit to stand technology. Regardless of the type of
business you operate, your employees will enjoy the
flexibility of changing their desk from sitting to standing
positions throughout the day.
The Presidente features electric height adjustment with a
travel range of 29- to 49-inches. The Reception version has
an additional transaction counter with a standard modesty
panel and optional two-tone laminate. The Executive desk
has the same design and look; however, the modesty panel
is optional.
The Presidente L-shape has a combined lift capacity of over
400 pounds and features GyroSense Soft Collision
technology and one touch option.
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“After developing the Presidente Reception desk, we started receiving numerous requests for an L-shaped
version,” said Bill Knighton, RightAngle President. “Adding this new shape takes the Presidente one step
further.”
RightAngle Products utilizes the highest standards of design, engineering, and production practices developing
products for over 25 years. These product lines include NewHeights height adjustable workstations, R-Style™
office furniture, and a complete range of RightAngle ergonomic accessories.
RightAngle’s manufacturing facility is located at 6703 Zinser Street, Schofield, Wisconsin 54476. For more
information, visit the company website at raproducts.com, contact customer service at 800.298.4351, or email
us at info@raproducts.com.
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